
Also known as French or Parisian pleat, it’s a classic 
drapery heading that can be fabricated from almost any 
type of fabric. It creates a full, even look to drapery as the 
excess fabric from the pleats undulates across a window. 
It’s best suited in providing full light blackout.

These are hung below the track on snap and can be hand or 
cord-drawn. It can be a substitute to traditional partitions, and 
delivers a clean, uniform look front-to-back. It has the highest 
stacking depth of all header styles and easily breaks away from 
the tracking system, making it ideal for healthcare facilities.

For a more contemporary style, the ripplefold is your best 
bet. The ripples are created by carriers corded together 

to create a consistent wave. It’s also ideal for designs with 
prints or patterns since there are no pleats to distort it, as 

well as it shows the same appearance on both sides.

From clean, modern sheers to full privacy 
blackouts, we have fully customizable 
options that perfectly blend color, fullness, 
fit, and texture. 
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Fabric details

Pinch Pleat Ripplefold Accordia Fold

Meets commercial laundry standards; dry cleanable and fire retardant

Custom sizes made to order based on room measurements

Pairs or right/left panels both available as traversing or stationary

Inside or outside, wall or ceiling

Baton, hand, or cord draw; stationary; baton loop or motorized (ADA)

Standard, Custom, 2-Pass Blackout, 3-Pass Blackout

Straight needled and sewn 1/2” 
from bottom of buckram using 
monofilament thread (5 pleats 

per 54” fabric width)

3 finger pleat

• 4” Buckram, permanent 
finish, washable 
• 5” Buckram on draperies 
over 108” (optional)

• Pleat-marked with seams 
hidden behind the pleats
• For 3-Pass Blackout: 
free standing and French 
seamed

1.25” heading with 
snap tape

For 3-Pass Blackout: free standing and French 
seamed

Face: 4” Single or double fold with blind stitched hems
Lining: Overlocked bottom edge of lining

• 4” Buckram with snap 
tape, permanent finish, 
washable
• 5” Buckram on draperies 
over 108” (optional)

200% unless otherwise specified

N/A

160%, 180%, 200% or 220%

Straight needled with nylon 
snap tape
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Pinch Pleat Ripplefold Accordia Fold

1.5” double turned

Square, covered weight sewn on each seam and corner of face fabric

Sew closures at bottom hem

Fan folded. Steaming may be required for creasing

Limited against material & manufacturing defects for 1 year from installation

Microflex 2000 adjustable 
pins or stainless steel

Snap tape spaced at 4.25” 
on center

Snap tape spaced at 7.5”, 
8.5”, or 10” on center 

(depending on fullness)

3 1/2” standard
6” for double rod treatments 

9” for 3-rod systems
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